Answer: Christmas Puzzle 2011 – “Write the Right Word”

Clues / Homophone Answers:

A. Stand in line patiently (WAIT) = WEIGHT
B. Legs on a spider (EIGHT) = ATE
C. Not crooked (STRAIGHT) = STRAIGHT
D. Sugary (SWEET) = SUITE
E. Santa’s vehicle (SLEIGH) = SLAY
F. Finger jewelry (RING) = WRING
G. Knight’s weapon to defeat a dragon (SWORD) = SOARED
H. Parsley, sage, rosemary and _____ (THYME) = TIME
I. American penny (CENT) = SCENT
J. Overshot the target (MISSED) = MIST
K. Rough or gritty (COARSE) = COURSE
L. Plank of wood (BOARD) = BORED
M. Square root of four (TWO) = TOO
N. Hair for a horse or lion (MANE) = MAIN
O. To require (NEED) = KNEAD
P. Without any parts missing (WHOLE) = HOLE
Q. Not the front or back (SIDE) = SIGHED
R. Boat that carries cars and people (FERRY) = FAIRY
S. Belongs to us (OURS) = HOURS
T. They follow Saturdays (SUNDAYS) = SUNDAES

Question:

What tasty ingredient is used to make holiday houses?

Answer:

Type *gingerbread* as the password to see the video at: [vimeo.com/blainefelicia/xmas2011](http://vimeo.com/blainefelicia/xmas2011)